
THE CHARACTERISTICS OF A GIFTED CHILD

Gifted Child Characteristics Cognitve Creative Affective Behavioral Hidden Gifts Every parent thinks their child is
special, and they are. But there are children.

These children often choose their words carefully, but tend to use a lot of them. Also, they enjoy wordplay
such as puns and are usually quite good at using these comic routines themselves. This level of attention to
detail is often the cause of conflict between them and others. Generally directs the activity in which he or she
is involved. Keen Observation Children who fall into this group may have the ability to pick on details much
more acutely than other children in the same age bracket. They are quick to see relationships among things
that seem to be different. This is a great example of the importance of looking at gifted children with a holistic
lens. Reviewing this checklist of common characteristics found in gifted children is a quick first step parents
can use to determine whether a child is gifted. Testing is necessary as there are times when giftedness can be
confused for a learning disability or other misdiagnosis. He told you everything there was to know about
horses. Cognitive Traits That Signal Giftedness Is your child very observant, extremely curious or prone to
having intense interests? Gifted children may spend time fantasizing, and are often categorized as independent
thinkers. Higher level of sensitivity Gifted children are more emotionally sensitive than the average child, first
about themselves and then others. Additional Traits of Gifted Children The gifted child enjoys learning new
things. Search for:. They may be independent when it comes to their attitude about social behaviors, not caring
what the "social norm" is. Challenges What are the traits and characteristics that make gifted children stand
out from their peers? Being labeled as gifted usually occurs when the child is in school. And, to be sure, they
are to us. Gifted individuals are not content with superficial knowledge. They can also get frustrated with
children in the same age group who are unable to understand them and often turn to older children or adults
for conversation. They may be "natural-born"; skeptics and don't take much at face-value; they will always
want to know more. Their rapid learning ability allows them to process facts quickly and retain them for
efficient recall later on. They have an unusually intense emotional depth and have an extreme sense of
empathy and sensitivity towards others and their feelings. When you combine their fast processing capability
and high memory retention, they go through entire subjects in a very short time. If a gifted child discovers an
error in his work he may erase until there is a hole in the paper, or crumple and destroy the work completely.
They prefer to work independently instead of in groups. These children are able to show compassion to others
at a much deeper level than other children their age. They immerse themselves fully into a subject and this is
what allows them to collect massive amounts of information quickly. Reasons things out for him- or herself.
Whether their sense of humor comes out in their conversation or their writing, these students can be a joy to
converse with. Stubborn in his or her beliefs. How do you know if your child is gifted? Sometimes gifted
children have more street smarts than book knowledge. Information Processing Education.


